
FAB SHOE PARADE

Why not come to school in some

extravagant way? Decorate your shoes

with some recyclable materials, add some

wings, feathers, ribbons, colourful dots or

just wear two random shoes instead of

the ordinary pair. Get creative and

impress everyone with your ideas!

TIP
Use only materials that can be recycled and reused. Avoid

waste and whatever you do, don’t wreck your shoes!

 

Wellies are easy to decorate by sticking something onto them

with a double sided tape. Joggers and shoes with laces might

be great for attaching some extra ribbons or other elements.   

Share it on social media

#walktoschool21

TIP
Take a photograph from a stool or a stepladder to catch

the whole design. Be careful climbing!

 

Crop out the unnecessary parts of the photo, centre it,

use a filter or adjust the ‘vibrancy’ setting on your photo

to make it a stunning art like image. Ask for help if you

don't know how to do it, there is always someone who

can do these tricks on the phone! 

 

TIP
Why not having a minute or two of mindful walking on

the grass while someone takes all these lovely photos?

Or a short foot massage? Use your thumbs or your

knuckles and rub your feet! Your feet will love you for it,

they need some attention too!

SOCK MANDALA

Take all these colourful socks out of

the drawers and wear them to

school! Put all your feet together in

a circle to create a colourful design!

Make it random, order it by colour,

have fun!

 

SHOE MANDALA

Why not creating a mandala made

of all your lovely shoes? A mandala

is simply an art piece in form of a

circle, and you decide what is in it

and how you arrange it.

 

Celebrate Walk to School Week with

Get creative!

SHOE MESSAGE

Write a ‘WALK’ message to your

community and the world. Arrange

your shoes in words like WOW,

WALK, LOVE WALKING! Up to you! 

TIP
Use chalk and a string to draw a perfect circle on the

ground. You can add some symmetric lines. Lay the

shoes out on the chalk lines and share your art with us! 

https://youtu.be/iRGfvgb-SFc

